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Fast Wardrobe Organising Method for: _______________________(name)
A.

Consider seasonal wardrobe requirements.

See my Everies Reminder blog post 14 for information on the season breakdown given here.
1. Read over these season-ahead summaries & circle the month nearest you now.
January
Prepare wardrobes for warm but windy conditions & sudden drops in temperature.
March
Prepare for cool change and squally rains - third layers, light jackets.
May (beware of overheating indoors)
Provide warm & waterproof outer clothing & accessories; moderate inside layers.
July
Build up a selection of easy-on/off layers, as days will warm up but nights cool quickly.
September
Prepare for more outdoor activities, but also for sudden shifts of weather back and forth
November (beware the onset of frigid air-conditioning)
Leisurewear, cool fabrics and open footwear; festive clothing; light 3rd layers
2. Jot down new items you’ll need based on the month you circled.

B.

Consider lifestyle demands on your wardrobe.

Quickly grab a pencil and fill in this form without thinking too hard.
Write how many outfits per week – or month/year, for less frequent activities – you need in these areas:
Activity
Work
Study
After-5 occasions
Home (relaxing)
Sports/exercise
Evenings out
Day trips
Romancing
Other (s)



Include

Per Week

Per Month

Per Year

To go with above outfits

Shoes
Jewellery
Scarves &/or ties
Hats
Socks & underwear
Nightwear
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C.

Inspect your current wardrobe.
1. Group current clothing in wardrobe/drawers to match the above activities.
2. Discard/recycle any ‘odd-one-out’ items as you go.

3. Note all gaps: missing jackets, shoes, etc. for any activity.

4. Based on your season-ahead notes (step A.) and your identified gaps at 3 above, list immediate needs.

5. Buy just those, at the best quality you can afford now.
6. List remaining desired purchases.

7. Fill these gaps on an ongoing basis, priced at your discretion.

8. Review wardrobe regularly as above.
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